West Coast Shoe Company (Wesco) has an 82-year history of providing unique customer service, while producing the toughest, meanest, hardest working boots available. Specializing in custom-fit boots tailored to an individual's legs and feet, Wesco guarantees its boots to be comfortable and durable. The company also offers factory boot rebuilding on the boots they make. This highly specialized service can add years of life to a single pair. The company's complete line of handcrafted stock and custom fit boots includes the Timber, Jobmaster, and Highliner models. These boots were specifically designed with features geared toward loggers, forestry workers, and arborists.

Standard features on the Timber, Jobmaster, and Highliner boots include full-grain leather, full-leather insoles and midsoles, double vamps, and heavy white stitching for extra strength. The boots may also be customized by height, lacing, and heel. Call for a free catalog or shop online at www.westcoastshoe.com.

Corona Clipper is the preeminent supplier, nationally and internationally, of quality pruning and harvesting tools for the professional, agricultural, and arborist markets.

Corona's success is based on proven
classic tool designs, combined with the quality of handcrafted forgings.

**Fanno Saw Works**

PO Box 628
224 West Eighth Avenue
Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762
Fax (530) 895-0302
E-mail: info@fannosaw.com
www.fannosaw.com

Contact: R. Fanno

Fanno Saw Works has more than 75 years of experience in manufacturing pruning saws for use in agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture.

Fanno Saw Works is a specialty manufacturer. The professional sectors of the green industry have relied on Fanno saws because of their durability. We manufacture folding saws, pole saws, curved tree saws, and orchard saws. We also offer the Fanno International line of special "tri-edge" pruning saws and tools. Reforestation, trail maintenance, and right-of-way clearing are but a few of the areas in which Fanno saws have been used successfully.

Please contact us for an illustrated catalog of our products, as well as a list of distributors in your area.

**Northeastern Arborist Supply**

50 Notch Road
West Paterson, NJ 07424
(800) 261-7772
(973) 837-1390
Fax (973) 837-1391

Contact: Vince Dujers

Northeastern Arborist Supply, a wholesale resource for top-quality arborist tools, has been serving outdoor professionals since 1947.

We carry Brush Bandit chippers, Carlton Stump Grinders, Timberwolf log splitters, Stihl chain saws, cableing material, logging supplies, Plant Health Care Products, Doggett fertilizer, Maujet micro injection, Buckingham and Weaver saddles, New England, Sampson, Wall, and Yale rope, tree climbing gear, and state-of-the-art rigging devices such as CMI & Pietzi. Northeastern also carries FMC, Spraying Systems, Raven tanks, Hypro pumps, and most related items for spraying and deep root feeding, as well as our own line of skid-mounted sprayers.

Our in-house service department can repair almost any arborist equipment, and has a huge inventory of parts in-stock. If you need something that you don’t see listed, just ask; we can usually find it for you.

**STIHL® Incorporated**

536 Viking Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(800) 467-8445
(757) 486-9100
Fax (757) 486-9288
www.stihlus.com

Contact: John Keeler, National Training Manager

STIHL manufactures the world’s largest selling brand of chain saws and portable, handheld, cut-off machines, as well as a complete line of powerful, lightweight, and versatile outdoor power equipment and top quality precision hand tools for homeowners and professional users. STIHL products are sold through independent servicing power equipment retailers from coast to coast. For more information or the name of the closest STIHL retailer call 1-800 GO STIHL (1-800-467-8445) or visit www.stihlus.com.

STIHL is the official underwriting sponsor of the STIHL TIMBERSPORTS Series. The series airs throughout the year on the ESPN and espn2 cable networks.

**Computer Software and Equipment**

**Assisi Software Corporation**

PO Box 33815
Portland, OR 97292
(503) 233-6417
Fax (503) 233-6417
E-mail: rhoward@assisisoft.com
www.assisisoft.com

Contact: Rich Howard, President

Assisi Software offers professionally built software for cruise compilation, inventory, and forestry simulation. Products are based on Microsoft Access, include easy to use forms, reports, and data checking, and are fully documented.

**Assisi Compiler**—cruise compilation. Fixed, percent, variable, and nested plots. Behre hyperbola, taper equations, taper profiles, and variable length logs. Log grading, volume equations, and volume tables.

**Assisi Inventory**—multiresource inventory. All Assisi Compiler features, plus growth model, typed inventory, harvest unit analysis, links to GIS, and tracking of regeneration, down woody debris, and vegetation.

**Foresters Incorporated**

PO Box 11750
900 South Main Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060-1750
(800) 455-2094
(540) 951-2094
Fax (540) 951-0223
E-mail: forinc@foresters-inc.com
www.foresters-inc.com

Contact: Jeff Underhill, Systems Consultant

Foresters Incorporated is a multidisciplinary forestry consulting firm and the home of Two Dog Software, a comprehensive forest inventory application developed by foresters. Designed to maximize efficiency in the field and office, Two Dog gives you control of data collection, inventory methods, volume tables, species, and products to produce the results you want. The field version runs on Juniper Systems, Itronix-Husky, and Haglof field computers, and the PC version runs in Microsoft Windows.

Our other services include growth-and-yield projections, financial analysis, and sustainability certification. We offer field services in the mid-Atlantic and Southeast for forest inventory and management.

**Haglof, Inc.**

PO Box 2548
Madison, MS 39130
(601) 856-5119
Fax (601) 856-9075
E-mail: haglofinc@aol.com
www.haglof.net

Contact: Mike Phelps, Manager

Haglof, Inc., has been serving the forest industry for 100 years. From increment borers, tree calipers, hypsometers, and distance measurement to computerized calipers, Haglof serves all your forest inventory needs. Our instruments have proved themselves as high quality, value-added instruments, being used in more than 200 countries.

Our newest products include the Mantax Computer Caliper, which allows for quick data collection. The Vertex Hypsometer is an electronic hypsometer utiliz-
HANDBLED SYSTEMS, INC.

4300 NE Fremont, Suite 250
Portland, OR 97213
(503) 282-2857
Fax (503) 281-7827
E-mail: sales@handheldsystems.com
www.handheldsystems.com
Contact: Mike Berg

Handheld Systems is a leading provider of rugged handheld computers and data collection software to the forest products industry.

We are an authorized dealer for Itronix, Husky, and DAP Technologies, and can offer you several models of rugged handheld computers to suit different needs. All of our handheld computers are protected from shock, water, and extreme temperature ranges, and can survive a drop onto concrete. This makes our units ideally suited for timber cruising, log scaling, inventory, and wildlife surveys.

To find out more about our products and services, visit our website.

LINNET–THE LAND SYSTEMS COMPANY

1600 - 444 St. Mary Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3T1
Canada
(204) 957-7566
Fax (204) 957-7568
E-mail: info@linnet.ca
www.linnet.ca
Contact: Dave Meilleur, Vice-President, Forestry

Woodlands–The System™ is a GIS-enabled solution created by Linnet–The Land Systems Company. It is the most comprehensive integrated management system ever created for the forest industry. From operational planning, including spatial data, through to contract management and settlement for wood product deliveries and sale, the benefits of raw material supply-chain management are realized using Woodlands–The System.

OLYMPIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

19245 Tenth Avenue NE
Poulsbo, WA 98370
(360) 697-6626
Fax (360) 697-1156
E-mail: tkametz@orminc.com
www.orm.com
Contact: Tom Kametz, Director of Operational Planning and Analysis

Olympic Resource Management is a full-service forestry consulting and resource management firm based in Poulsbo, Washington. ORM has offices in Aberdeen and Mt. Vernon, Washington; Vernonia and Mapleton, Oregon; McCloud, California; and Nanaimo, British Columbia.

Services include land management, acquisitions and disposition, timber inventory and database services, harvest scheduling and growth-and-yield modeling, financial analysis, software development, data recorders and cruising software, log accounting, timber sales, and special studies. See our advertisement on page 63.

RESEARCH SYSTEMS, INC.

4990 Pearl East Circle
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 786-9900
Fax (303) 786-9909
E-mail: info@researchsystems.com
www.researchsystems.com/forest
Contact: Bill Sharp

ENVI® is the most advanced remote sensing and GIS integration application. ENVI is a tool for forest and ecosystem management that uses remote sensing data. ENVI’s versatility ensures that you can read all types of data from satellite and aircraft sensors to lidar, real-time GPS inputs, digital elevation, and GIS layers. ENVI provides a logical GUI, comprehensive functionality, and support for popular and emerging data formats making it the most powerful image processing software available for remote sensing. Come learn more about ENVI and other RSI products at www.researchsystems.com/envi.

FORESTRY SUPPLIERS, INC.

205 West Rankin Street
Jackson, MS 39201
(800) 360-7788
Fax (800) 543-4203
E-mail: fsi@forestry-suppliers.com
www.forestry-suppliers.com
Contact: Ken Peacock, Vice-President, Marketing

For more than 50 years, resource management professionals worldwide have turned to Forestry Suppliers, Inc.’s, annual catalog when they’ve needed quality equipment and supplies. Now you can access the more than 10,000 products found in our paper catalog by browsing through our new online catalog at our website! Just log onto our site at www.forestry-suppliers.com and you’ll be able to browse through a variety of products or search for specific ones! And yes, you can still depend on our services such as technical support before and after the sale, prompt shipments, competitive prices, and friendly customer service—your satisfaction is always guaranteed 100%. To
see why people worldwide depend on us for their resource management product needs, visit our new website today!

*See our advertisement on page 19.*
services to assist your organization; our application specialists have backgrounds in forestry, hydrology, geology, and engineering, and have more than 30 years of experience in natural resource management.

See our advertisement on page 13.

FORECON, INC.

100 East Second Street
Jamestown, NY 14701
(716) 664-5602
Fax (716) 664-6648
E-mail: gjifford@foreconinc.com
www.foreconinc.com
Contact: John Gifford, Vice-President

Since 1954, Forecon, Inc., has offered an increasing range of expert forestry and related environmental services for private, corporate, industrial, investment, and municipal forestland owners throughout the eastern United States. Our professional comprehensive services include timber inventory, appraisal, field management, and GIS/database management and reporting services, and we currently manage more than 200,000 acres of valuable northern and Allegheny hardwood timberland in New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.

Our main office is in Jamestown, New York, with branch offices in Cortland and Binghamton, New York; Titusville and Smethport, Pennsylvania; and Elkins, West Virginia. For more information, please visit our website at www.foreconinc.com.

See our advertisement on page 62.

LARSON & McGOWIN, INC.

PO Box 2143
Mobile, AL 36652
(334) 438-4581
Fax (334) 438-4604
Email: jlittle@larsonmcgowin.com
www.larsonmcgowin.com
Contact: Jessica L. Little

More than 40 years’ experience managing timberland and offering consulting advice. Staff includes environmental and wetlands specialist, forest ecologist, analyst, mapper, GIS specialist, real estate broker, and timber operations inspector.

Managing more than 250,000 acres in the Southeast. Jobs have ranged from Maine to Oregon and internationally. Services include forest management, timber and land sales, timber estimates, appraisals, environmental assessments, supply studies, property divisions, timber operations inspections, security, and other services. Clients include corporations, bank trust departments, insurance companies, utilities, investors, lawyers, and landowners.

Larson & McGowin has talented personnel and loyal clients. Our goal is to provide quality service from the ground up. Branch offices: Jackson and Greenville, Alabama; Clinton, Mississippi; DeRidder, Louisiana; and Huntsville, Texas.

See our advertisement on page 63.

OLYMPIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

19245 Tenth Avenue NE
Poulsbo, WA 98370
(360) 697-6626
Fax (360) 697-1156
E-mail: tkametz@orminc.com
www.orminc.com
Contact: Tom Kametz, Director of Operational Planning and Analysis

Olympic Resource Management is a full-service forestry consulting and resource management firm based in Poulsbo, Washington. ORM has offices in Aberdeen and Mt. Vernon, Washington; Vernon and Mapleton, Oregon; McCloud, California; and Nanaimo, British Columbia.

Services include land management, acquisitions and disposition, timber inventory and database services, harvest scheduling and growth-and-yield modeling, financial analysis, software development, data recorders and cruising software, log accounting, timber sales, and special studies.

See our advertisement on page 63.

SHAW, MCLEOD, BELSER, & HURLBUTT, INC.

PO Box 1919
Sumter, SC 29151
(803) 773-5463
Fax (803) 773-4248
Email: smbh@ftc-i.net
www.smbh.com
Contact: Adrienne Walters, Business Development and Communications Assistant

SMBH provides forest land management, investment analysis, sale and acquisition services, environmental systems management, and related forestry services throughout the Southeast and beyond. Our staff consists of more than 40 full-time employees, including registered foresters with four-year and advanced degrees, certified general real estate appraisers and brokers, an MAI appraiser, timberland/farm finance experts, a wildlife biologist, and an experienced administrative support team. SMBH currently manages just under 1 million acres for institutional investors and private non-industrial landowner clients.

SMBH has offices in Sumter, South Carolina (corporate office); Walterboro, South Carolina; Richmond, Virginia; Fayetteville, North Carolina; Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Charleston, West Virginia; and Meridian, Mississippi.

Forestry Publications

CROWN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

521 Fort Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1E7
(250) 386-4636
Fax (250) 386-0221
E-mail: crown@pinc.com
www.crownpub.bc.ca
Contact: Carolyn Walsh, President

For all your Canadian forestry publication needs, look to Crown Publications at our web site, www.crownpub.bc.ca. Crown has been supplying the most up-to-date publications and information on forestry to the industry since 1988, including the following:

• MOF manuals
• MOF handbooks and field guide inserts
FANNO SAW WORKS
PO Box 628
224 West Eighth Avenue
Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762
Fax (530) 895-0302
E-mail: info@fannosaw.com
www.fannosaw.com
Contact: R. Fanno

Fanno Saw Works has more than 75 years of experience in manufacturing pruning saws for use in agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture.

Fanno Saw Works is a specialty manufacturer. The professional sectors of the green industry have relied on Fanno saws because of their durability. We manufacture folding saws, pole saws, curved tree saws, and orchard saws. We also offer the Fanno International line of special “tried edge” pruning saws and tools. Reforestation, trail maintenance, and right-of-way clearing are but a few of the areas in which Fanno saws have been used successfully.

Please contact us for an illustrated catalog of our products, as well as a list of distributors in your area.

HAGLOF, INC.
PO Box 2548
Madison, MS 39130
(601) 856-5119
Fax (601) 856-9075
E-mail: haglofinc@aol.com
www.haglof.net
Contact: Mike Phelps, Manager

Haglof, Inc., has been serving the forest industry for 100 years. From increment borers, tree calipers, hypsometers, and distance measurement to computerized calipers, Haglof serves all your forest inventory needs. Our instruments have proved themselves as high quality, value-added instruments, being used in more than 200 countries.

Our newest products include the Mantax Computer Caliper, which allows for quick data collection. The Vertex Hypsometer is an electronic hypsometer utilizing ultra sound to quickly determine tree heights. The DME 201 is a distance measurer using ultra sound to determine distance. The DME now comes with built-in prism factors to easily determine if borderline trees are to be tallied. We also offer T Cruise Inventory Software for use with our Mantax Computer Caliper, or simply as PC software for determining tract volume, values, or statistics.

LASER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
7070 South Tucson Way
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 649-1000
Fax (303) 649-9710
E-mail: info@lasertech.com
www.lasertech.com
Contact: Kari Kiel, Marketing Communications Director

LTI designs and manufactures laser-based speed and distance measurement instruments.

LTI’s pulse lasers are rugged, lightweight, and easy to operate, giving you the ability to accurately measure and record information with a push of a button. Whether you’re a cruiser or an engineer, LTI lasers save you time and money, and increase productivity.

With LTI’s forestry lasers, you can calculate tree heights and horizontal distance, as well as flag out buffer zones in rain, fog, snow, and dense brush. Add directional information with our MapStar Modules, and you will have all the data necessary to derive X,Y, and Z coordinates for the target.

STIHL® INCORPORATED
536 Viking Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(800) 467-8445
(757) 486-9100
Fax (757) 486-9288
www.stihlusa.com
Contact: John Keeler, National Training Manager

STIHL manufactures the world’s largest selling brand of chain saws and portable, handheld, cut-off machines, as well as a complete line of powerful, lightweight, and versatile outdoor power equipment and top quality precision hand tools for homeowners and professional users. STIHL products are sold through independent servicing power equipment retailers from coast to coast. For more information or the name of the closest STIHL retailer call 1-800 GO STIHL (1-800-467-8445) or visit www.stihlusa.com.

STIHL is the official underwriting sponsor of the STIHL TIMBERSPORTS Series. The series airs throughout the year on the ESPN and espn2 cable networks.
TERRA TECH, INC.
2635 West Seventh Place
Eugene, OR 97402
(541) 345-0597
Fax (541) 687-2244
E-mail: customerservice@terratech.net
www.terratech.net
Contact: Gary Stewart, General Manager

From our complete manufacturing and warehousing facilities in Oregon, Terra Tech provides tools and supplies worldwide for outdoor professionals. From foresters to arborists, firefighters to agriculturists, we have the tools and supplies to cover all of your needs. We understand the need for prompt service provided by a knowledgeable staff. Due to this commitment, we have spent years working as partners with our customers to supply top quality products backed by outstanding customer service. To ensure outstanding quality and products that “fit” our customers’ specialized needs, we manufacture on site items from cruising vests to tree bags. We encourage you to call us or visit our website to request a free catalog. Also, watch for our comprehensive online catalog making its debut this year.

GIS and Mapping Products

CLARK LABS
950 Main Street
Worcester, MA 01610
(508) 793-7526
Fax (508) 793-8842
E-mail: idrisi@clarku.edu
www.clarklabs.org
Contact: Laurie Canavan, Assistant Director for Operations

Clark Labs develops and distributes the raster geographic analysis and image processing software system, Idrisi, and the digitizing and vector editing package, CartaLinx.

Idrisi is the industry leader in raster analytical functionality covering the full spectrum of GIS and remote sensing needs from database query, to spatial modeling, to image enhancement and classification. Idrisi offers more than 120 analytical routines, a graphical dynamic modeling environment, and full programmer-level access to the system.

CartaLinx: the Spatial Data Builder is a database development and full vector topological editing software package that supports output to Idrisi, ArcView, and several other desktop GIS formats.

DELORME
Two DeLorme Drive
Yarmouth, ME 04096
(207) 846-7111, ext. 2171
Fax (207) 846-7051
E-mail: kgordon@delorme.com
www.delorme.com/quadx/
Contact: Kelly Gordon

XMap® Geographic is a robust mapmaking tool designed by DeLorme to help companies of any size perform geospatial analysis. XMap Geographic offers an easy-to-use geospatial solution for less than $500, with most of the functionality of traditional systems. XMap Geographic offers an easy interface, coordinate transformation, coordinate geometry, geocoding and more. XMap Geographic can be purchased with 3-D TopoQuad®, the ideal base map for all XMap Geographic projects. It includes 17 viewing levels of authentic USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle maps and 80 levels of DeLorme’s own topographic and street-level data. With the newly released upgrade, you can export georeferenced TIFF files to ArcView, AutoCAD, and other programs. One of 3-D TopoQuads often covers as much as an entire state. 3-D TopoQuads data is available separately; most states are only $99. For more information visit www.delorme.com.

ERDAS®, INC.
2801 Buford Highway Northeast
Atlanta, GA 30329
(877) GO ERDAS
International +1 (404) 248-9000
Fax (404) 248-9400
E-mail: sales@erdas.com
www.erdas.com
Contact: Jeanine Fleming

ERDAS is the world’s leading provider of geographic imaging solutions, with products and related services that help organizations visualize, manipulate, analyze, measure, and integrate any type of geographic imagery and geospatial information into 2-D and 3-D environments. Technical support, training, custom applications development, and project consulting services assist ERDAS clients with their post-purchase needs.

Government and commercial foresters use ERDAS products for land cover mapping, tree species identification, watershed mapping, terrain analysis, habitat modeling, ecosystem modeling, inventory and clearcut mapping, forest health assessment, fire fuel mapping, change detection (damage assessment, etc.), and ranger station or recreation area siting analysis.

ESRI®
380 New York Street
Redlands, CA 92373
(888) 603-3221
Fax (909) 793-5953
E-mail: info@esri.com
www.esri.com/forestry
Contact: John Steffenson

ESRI has been the world leader in the GIS software industry for more than 30 years. Whether you’re looking for an inexpensive software solution for use in the field or a complete enterprise solution, ESRI has the range of software tools that will meet your needs. These tools support a variety of forestry activities, such as inventory, harvest planning, transportation planning, environmental analysis, regulatory compliance, and certification.

ESRI also provides a full range of services to assist your organization; our application specialists have backgrounds in forestry, hydrology, geology, and engineering, and have more than 30 years of experience in natural resource management. See our advertisement on page 13.
Laser Technology, Inc.

7070 South Tucson Way
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 649-1000
Fax (303) 649-9710
E-mail: info@laserTech.com
www.laserTech.com
Contact: Kari Kiel, Marketing Communications Director

Linet–The Land Systems Company

1600 - 444 St. Mary Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3TI
Canada
(204) 957-7566
Fax (204) 957-7568
E-mail: info@linnet.ca
www.linet.ca
Contact: Dave Meilleur, Vice-President, Forestry

Woodlands–The System™ is a GIS-enabled solution created by Linnet–The Land Systems Company. It is the most comprehensive integrated management system ever created for the forest industry, managing the full lifecycle of woodlands operations, from operational planning through contract management to final wood delivery and sale.

Woodlands–The System is the most comprehensive integrated management system ever created for the forest industry. From operational planning, including spatial data, through to contract management and settlement for wood product deliveries and sale, the benefits of raw material supply chain management are realized using Woodlands–The System.

Olympic Resource Management

19245 Tenth Avenue NE
Poulsbo, WA 98370
(360) 697-6626
Fax (360) 697-1156
E-mail: tkametz@orminc.com
www.orm.com
Contact: Tom Kametz, Director of Operational Planning and Analysis

Olympic Resource Management is a full-service forestry consulting and resource management firm based in Poulsbo, Washington. ORM has offices in Aberdeen and Mt. Vernon, Washington; Vernonia and Mapleton, Oregon; McCloud, California; and Nanaimo, British Columbia.

Services include land management, acquisitions and disposition, timber inventory and database services, harvest scheduling and growth-and-yield modeling, financial analysis, software development, data recorders and cruising software, log accounting, timber sales, and special studies. See our advertisement on page 63.

Optem, Avimo Precision Instruments

78 Schuyler Baldwin Drive
Fairport, NY 14450
(716) 223-2370
Fax (716) 223-3413
E-mail: info@optemintl.com
www.optemintl.com
Contact: Peter Williams, Director of Marketing

Optem provides remote sensing and photo interpretation workstations for change detection and map editing to the forestry, agriculture, natural resource management, land planning, and civil engineering markets. Optem’s most recent remote sensing innovation is the DTS (Digital Transfer Scope). DTS combines the resolution of hardcopy aerial photography with the versatility of advanced GIS technology. This powerful workstation performs all functions of stereo interpretation, digitizing, editing, and GIS from one desktop.

Optem also manufactures photo intelligence workstations for government and defense markets, as well as machine vision and inspection optical systems and microscope accessories for industrial, biomedical, research, education, and clinical segments.

Research Systems, Inc.

4990 Pearl East Circle
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 786-9900
Fax (303) 786-9909
E-mail: info@researchsystems.com
www.researchsystems.com/forest
Contact: Bill Sharp

ENVI® is the most advanced remote sensing and GIS integration application. ENVI is a tool for forest and ecosystem management that uses remote sensing data. ENVI’s versatility ensures that you can read all types of data from satellite and aircraft sensors to lidar, real-time GPS inputs, digital elevation, and GIS layers. ENVI provides a logical GUI, comprehensive functionality, and support for popular and emerging data formats making it the most powerful image processing software available for remote sensing. Come learn more about ENVI and other RSI products at www.researchsystems.com/envi.

Sokkia Corporation

16900 West 118th Terrace
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 492-4900
Fax (913) 492-0188
E-mail: sales@sokkia.com
www.sokkia.com
Contact: Kevin Eaton, GIS Product Manager

Sokkia Corporation’s diverse product line provides complete measurement solutions for surveying, mapping, measurement, and positions applications:

• A full family of GPS products for surveying and GIS applications.
• Total stations, data collectors, software, and field accessories offer complete measurement solutions for surveying applications.
• Construction products range from construction laser control systems to pipe lasers and one-person interior lasers.
Sokkia products are backed with the industry’s best, most complete service and support capabilities. Call 1 (800) 4-SOKKIA for more information or to locate one of more than 500 Sokkia dealers nationwide.
GPS Pathfinder® systems are designed for rugged, ergonomic GeoExplorer® 3 and features are important. Trimble's creating accurate maps and precisely locating, trail mapping, watershed and erosion management, and other applications where creating accurate maps and precisely locating features are important. Trimble's rugged, ergonomic GeoExplorer® 3 and GPS Pathfinder® systems are designed for harsh environments. And with graphical map display and navigation and seamless data flow between the field and the GIS, you're always sure of having accurate and up-to-date GIS data for your decision making. Visit www.trimble.com for more information. See our advertisement on inside back cover.

Trimbale, the first name in GPS, has a complete line of GIS data collection and maintenance solutions with proven performance in forestry applications. GPS provides the ideal solution for environmental monitoring, trail mapping, watershed and erosion management, and other applications where creating accurate maps and precisely locating features are important. Trimble's rugged, ergonomic GeoExplorer® 3 and GPS Pathfinder® systems are designed for harsh environments. And with graphical map display and navigation and seamless data flow between the field and the GIS, you're always sure of having accurate and up-to-date GIS data for your decision making. Visit www.trimble.com for more information. See our advertisement on inside back cover.

Since 1986, Electronic Data Solutions has specialized in providing software for field computers for a variety of forestry applications. EDS offers an application generator for DOS handheld computers called DataPlus™. DataPlus lets you build applications that mimic clipboard data sheets. You design and test the application on your desktop PC then transfer it to your handheld.

DataPlus is designed for nonprogrammers, yet it is robust enough for the professional software developer. It supports many features to customize your application and easily integrates input from GPS receivers, lasers, and barcode scanners. Check our website, www.elecdata.com, for DataPlus demonstrations and product information.

Foresters Incorporated is a multidisciplinary forestry consulting firm and the home of Two Dog Software, a comprehensive forest inventory application developed by foresters. Designed to maximize efficiency in the field and office, Two Dog gives you control of data collection, inventory methods, volume tables, species, and products to produce the results you want. The field version runs on Juniper Systems, Itronix-Husky, and Haglof field computers, and the PC version runs in Microsoft Windows.

Our other services include growth-and-yield projections, financial analysis, and sustainability certification. We offer field services in the mid-Atlantic and Southeast for forest inventory and management.

Handheld Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of rugged handheld computers and data collection software to the forest products industry.

We are an authorized dealer for Itronix, Husky, and DAP Technologies, and can offer you several models of rugged handheld computers to suit different needs. All of our handheld computers are protected from shock, water, and extreme temperature ranges, and can survive a drop onto concrete. This makes our units ideally suited for timber cruising, log scaling, inventory, and wildlife surveys.

To find out more about our products and services, visit our website.
Logging and Harvesting Equipment

JOHN DEERE FORESTRY GROUP

PO Box 8806
Moline, IL 61266-8806
(309) 765-1848
Fax (309) 765-1859
E-mail: jm47028@deere.com
www.deere.com

Contact: Jim Mitchell, Manager, Marketing Communications

The John Deere Forestry Group markets a broad line of logging and harvesting equipment, including the world’s best-selling log skidders. We also market tracked forestry machines—including log loaders, road builders, harvesters, and delimbers—designed and built specifically for the woods. Other products include wheel log loaders, forestry guarded crawlers, and wheel and track feller-bunchers. In total, the Deere forestry fleet includes more than 50 models for logging and road building. All Deere products are backed by confidence-inspiring warranties and the industry’s best dealer network—ready to provide sales and service support when and where it’s needed.

BASF Corporation

Specialty Products Department
26 Davis Drive
PO Box 13528
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
(800) 545-9525
www.forestrymanagement.com

BASF is the leading supplier of forestry products, such as Arsenal® herbicide Applicators Concentrate and Chopper® herbicide. Managing forestland with Arsenal results in superior, long-term hardwood control and excellent pine tolerance, which leads to maximum growth and high return-on-investment potential. Both products also promote the growth of food plants that are beneficial to wildlife. In addition to developing leading forestry technology, BASF also is committed to enhancing the industry through promotion of partnerships with industry organizations. For more information or the name of the BASF forestry product specialist near you, call (800) 545-9525 or visit BASF online at www.forestrymanagement.com.

Markers and Signs

NUTRON NAMEPLATE, INC.

31269 Lorain Road, PO Box 487
North Olmsted, OH 44070-0487
(440) 777-6660, ext. 227
Fax (440) 777-6664
E-mail: nutron@nutronnameplate.com
www.nutronnameplate.com

Contact: Bob Dunlap, Sales

Nutron Nameplate is a manufacturer of all types of signs, markers, tags, and placards for marking and posting private and public lands. Choose from custom or standard products including:

- Trailside markers. Embossed and colored markers for trail and path marking. Now also available with distance markers.
- Boundary markers. Enameled aluminum custom signs for repetitive marking in parks, lands tracts, and private property.
- Graphic property markers. The original posted signs, with both symbol and word messages for better communication.
- Location markers. Durable enameled aluminum tags for survey and location marking.

If you have a unique situation that calls for a special product, let us put our creative abilities to work for you. Call today for your free catalog.

SCENER SIGNS & SCREEN PRINTING, INC.

2803 Emery Drive
Wausau, WI 54401-9709
(800) 388-4811
Fax (715) 675-9975
E-mail: scenicsigns@g2a.net
www.scenicsigns.com

Contact: Marcia Dalsky, President

Scenic Signs specializes in signs for the recreation industry—since 1989. Our signs are of premium quality materials and workmanship. They were designed for durability and lasting good appearance in climates across the United States. The sign backs are of high-density polyethylene, the vinyl sign faces are fully reflective, and the graphics are screen printed. Custom signs have graphics applied with computer die-cut vinyl. We manufacture and sell direct, enabling moderate prices. Our customers include USDA Forest Service, states, counties, cities, parks, resorts, RV parks, campground, etc. Please contact us for a catalog or check our website.

VOSS SIGNS, LLC

PO Box 553
Manlius, NY 13104
(800) 473-0698
Fax (315) 682-7335
E-mail: signlle@aol.com
www.vossigns.com

Contact: Mary, Diane, or Chip, Sales

For more than 36 years, Voss Signs, LLC, has provided screen printed signs for foresters, tree farmers, land trusts, state and federal government agencies, and other natural resource professionals.

We specialize in custom signs on plastic and aluminum for long-term outdoor durability, along with a full line of in-stock signs including:

- Posted signs
- Boundary markers
- Prohibitive signs
- Warning and caution signs
- Parking and municipal signs
- Arrows
- Reflective trail signs
- Magnetic signs, and more

Herbicides, Fertilizers, and Chemical Applications

Olympic Resource Management

19245 Tenth Avenue NE
Poulsbo, WA 98370
(360) 697-6626
Fax (360) 697-1156
E-mail: tkametz@orminc.com
www.orm.com
Contact: Tom Kametz, Director of Operational Planning and Analysis

Olympic Resource Management is a full-service forestry consulting and resource management firm based in Poulsbo, Washington. ORM has offices in Aberdeen and Mt. Vernon, Washington; Vernonia and Mapleton, Oregon; McCloud, California; and Nanaimo, British Columbia.

Services include land management, acquisitions and disposition, timber inventory and database services, harvest scheduling and growth-and-yield modeling, financial analysis, software development, data recorders and cruising software, log accounting, timber sales, and special studies. See our advertisement on page 63.
Measurement, Surveying, and Analysis Tools

FORESTRY SUPPLIERS, INC.
205 West Rankin Street
Jackson, MS 39201
(800) 360-7788
Fax (800) 543-4203
E-mail: fsi@forestry-suppliers.com
www.forestry-suppliers.com
Contact: Ken Peacock, Vice-President, Marketing

For more than 50 years, resource management professionals worldwide have turned to Forestry Suppliers, Inc.’s, annual catalog when they’ve needed quality equipment and supplies. Now you can access the more than 10,000 products found in our paper catalog by browsing through our new online catalog at our website! Just log onto our site at www.forestry-suppliers.com and you’ll be able to browse through a variety of products or search for specific ones! And yes, you can still depend on our services such as technical support before and after the sale, prompt shipments, competitive prices, and friendly customer service—your satisfaction is always guaranteed 100%. To see why people worldwide depend on us for their resource management product needs, visit our new website today!

See our advertisement on page 19.

HAGLOF, INC.
PO Box 2548
Madison, MS 39130
(601) 856-5119
Fax (601) 856-9075
E-mail: haglofinc@aol.com
www.haglof.net
Contact: Mike Phelps, Manager

Haglof, Inc., has been serving the forest industry for 100 years. From increment borers, tree calipers, hypsometers, and distance measurement to computerized calipers, Haglof serves all your forest inventory needs. Our instruments have proved themselves as high quality, value-added instruments, being used in more than 200 countries.

Our new products include the Mantax Computer Caliper, which allows for quick data collection. The Vertex Hypsometer is an electronic hypsometer utilizing ultra sound to quickly determine tree heights. The DME 201 is a distance measurer using ultra sound to determine distance. The DME now comes with built-in prism factors to easily determine if borderline trees are to be tallied. We also offer T Cruise Inventory Software for use with our Mantax Computer Caliper, or simply as PC software for determining tract volume, values, or statistics.

LASER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
7070 South Tucson Way
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 649-1000
Fax (303) 649-9710
E-mail: info@lasertech.com
www.lasertech.com
Contact: Kari Kiel, Marketing Communications Director

LTI designs and manufactures laser-based speed and distance measurement instruments.

LTI’s pulse lasers are rugged, lightweight, and easy to operate, giving you the ability to accurately measure and record information with a push of a button. Whether you’re a cruiser or an engineer, LTI lasers save you time and money, and increase productivity.

With LTI’s forestry lasers, you can calculate tree heights and horizontal distance, as well as flag out buffer zones in rain, fog, snow, and dense brush. Add directional information with our MapStar Modules, and you will have all the data necessary to derive X,Y, and Z coordinates for the target.

Refereeing Services and Supplies

JIFFY PRODUCTS OF AMERICA, INC.
951 Swanson Drive
Batavia, IL 60510-4202
(800) 323-1047
(630) 406-3900
Fax (630) 406-3906
E-mail: jiffyforestry@aol.com
www.jiffyproducts.com
Contact: Heidi Rieckermann, Forestry Nursery Specialist

Jiffy manufactures sphagnum peat pellet and peat-pot propagation systems for seeding, growing, and handling forest tree seedlings of all types. Jiffy forestry growing systems have been proven in the field for quick growth, easy planting, and rugged root systems for maximum stability.

Our systems have been used in Canada and Europe for more than a decade. In the United States, Jiffy forestry pellets have been used in conifer and hardwood seed, cutting, and tissue culture propagation. Growers are able to automate seeding, growing, and planting. Our representatives will be happy to assist you in choosing the appropriate growing system.

Remote Sensing

CLARK LABS
950 Main Street
Worcester, MA 01610
(508) 793-7526
Fax (508) 793-8842
E-mail: idrisi@clarku.edu
www.clarklabs.org
Contact: Laurie Canavan, Assistant Director for Operations

Clark Labs develops and distributes the raster geographic analysis and image processing software system, Idrisi, and the digitizing and vector editing package, CartaLinx.

Idrisi is the industry leader in raster analytical functionality covering the full spectrum of GIS and remote sensing needs from database query, to spatial modeling, to image enhancement and classification. Idrisi offers more than 120 analytical routines, a graphical dynamic modeling environment, and full programmer-level access to the system.

CartaLinx: the Spatial Data Builder is a database development and full vector topological editing software package that supports output to Idrisi, ArcView, and several other desktop GIS formats.

ERDAS®, INC.
2801 Buford Highway Northeast
Atlanta, GA 30329
(877) GO ERDAS
International +1 (404) 248-9000
Fax (404) 248-9400
E-mail: sales@erdas.com
www.erdas.com
Contact: Jeanine Fleming

ERDAS is the world’s leading provider of geographic imaging solutions, with products and related services that help organizations visualize, manipulate, analyze, measure, and integrate any type of geographic imagery and geospatial information into 2-D and 3-D environments. Technical support, training, custom applications development, and project consulting services...
assist ERDAS clients with their post-purchase needs.

Government and commercial foresters use ERDAS products for land cover mapping, tree species identification, watershed mapping, terrain analysis, habitat modeling, ecosystem modeling, inventory and clearcut mapping, forest health assessment, fire fuel mapping, change detection (damage assessment, etc.), and ranger station or recreation area siting analysis.

**ImageLinks, Inc.**

4450 West Eau Gallie Boulevard, Suite 164
Melbourne, FL 32934
(321) 253-0011
Fax (321) 253-5559
E-mail: info@imagelinks.com
www.imagelinks.com

Contacts:
Western Regional Office:
Scott Bennett, Remote Sensing Manager
(303) 301-2660
Fax (303) 301-2601
E-mail: sbennett@imagelinks.com

Eastern Regional Office:
Brenda S. Burroughs, Director of Commercial Sales and Marketing
(407) 273-4114
E-mail: bburroughs@imagelinks.com

ImageLinks is a privately held company offering aerial and satellite data along with our low-cost, rapid, high-volume image processing services to customers and value-added resellers worldwide.

ImageLinks is a nonbiased data provider. We sell and process all types of aerial or satellite data. Using a sensor model paradigm and elevation models, our unique proprietary process quickly converts image data to customer-specified geographic coordinate space. Orthorectification, geocoding through feature matching, and image-to-image registration capabilities result from the use of unique sensor models for each type of imagery.

Visit our website at www.imagelinks.com, or call Scott or Brenda for more information.

**OPTEM, Avimo Precision Instruments**

78 Schuyler Baldwin Drive
Fairport, NY 14450
(716) 223-2370
Fax (716) 223-3413
E-mail: info@optemintl.com
www.optemintl.com
Contact: Peter Williams, Director of Marketing

OPTEM provides remote sensing and photo interpretation workstations for change detection and map editing to the forestry, agriculture, natural resource management, land planning, and civil engineering markets. OPTEM’s most recent remote sensing innovation is the DTS (Digital Transfer Scope). DTS combines the resolution of hardcopy aerial photography with the versatility of advancing GIS technology. This powerful workstation performs all functions of stereo interpretation, digitizing, editing, and GIS from one desktop.

OPTEM also manufactures photo intelligence workstations for government and defense markets, as well as machine vision and inspection optical systems and microscope accessories for industrial, biomedical, research, education, and clinical segments.

**Research Systems, Inc.**

4990 Pearl East Circle
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 786-9900
Fax (303) 786-9909
E-mail: info@researchsystems.com
www.researchsystems.com/forest
Contact: Bill Sharp

ENVI® is the most advanced remote sensing and GIS integration application. ENVI is a tool for forest and ecosystem management that uses remote sensing data. ENVI’s versatility ensures that you can read all types of data from satellite and aircraft sensors to lidar, real-time GPS inputs, digital elevation, and GIS layers. ENVI provides a logical GUI, comprehensive functionality, and support for popular and emerging data formats making it the most powerful image processing software available for remote sensing. Come learn more about ENVI and other RSI products at www.researchsystems.com/envi.

**STIHL® Incorporated**

536 Viking Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(800) 467-8445
(757) 486-9100
Fax (757) 486-9288
www.stihlusa.com
Contact: John Keeler, National Training Manager

STIHL manufactures the world’s largest selling brand of chain saws and portable, handheld, cut-off machines, as well as a complete line of powerful, lightweight, and versatile outdoor power equipment and top quality precision hand tools for homeowners and professional users. STIHL products are sold through independent servicing power equipment retailers from coast to coast. For more information or the name of the closest STIHL retailer call 1-800 GO STIHL (1-800-467-8445) or visit www.stihlusa.com.

STIHL is the official underwriting sponsor of the STIHL TIMBERSPORTS Series. The series airs throughout the year on the ESPN and espn2 cable networks.

**International Paper SuperTree Seedling Nurseries**

SuperTree Seedlings have the reputation as the industry’s best, due to the exceptional quality of our pine and hardwood seedlings. Seedlings, supported by excellent customer service, are genetically improved for increased survival, fast growth, and disease resistance. Seedlings can be ordered year-round. Call toll-free at (888) 888-7158 or visit www.supertreeseedlings.com.

Locations: Alabama SuperTree Nursery, Selma, Alabama; Bellville SuperTree Nursery, Bellville, Georgia; Fred C. Gragg SuperTree Nursery, Bluff City, Arizona; Georgia SuperTree Nursery, Shellman, Georgia; J.B. Lattay SuperTree Nursery, Lumberton, North Carolina; Livingston SuperTree Nursery, Livingston, Texas; South Carolina SuperTree Nursery, Blenheim, South Carolina; Swansea SuperTree Nursery, Swansea, South Carolina; Texas SuperTree Nursery, Bullard, Texas; Union Springs SuperTree Nursery, Union Springs, Alabama; Virginia SuperTree Nursery,
Capron, Virginia.

Sales: Mississippi/Tennessee SuperTree Sales, (800) 452-3164; Florida/Southern Georgia SuperTree Sales, (877) 833-4760; Northern Georgia/North Carolina/South Carolina/Virginia SuperTree Sales, (877) 600-8302.

LAWYER NURSERY, INC.
950 Highway 200 West
Plains, MT 59859
(406) 826-3881
Fax (406) 826-5700
E-mail: trees@lawyernursery.com
www.lawyernursery.com
Contact: Michael Johnson, Sales Manager

Lawyer Nursery is a leading supplier of seedlings, transplants, and cutting grown liners to the wholesale nursery trade. We operate two nursery facilities, one in Plains, Montana, and the other in Olympia, Washington. We grow 500+ species and varieties, including native plants for forestry, conservation, Christmas trees, and wildlife habitat. Annual production exceeds 24 million plants. We ship to all states. We also buy and sell tree and shrub seed worldwide. Free catalogs.

MUSSER FORESTS, INC.
Dept 84-BG
PO Box 340
Indiana, PA 15701-0340
(724) 465-5685
Fax (724) 465-9893
E-mail: 87@musserforests.com
www.musserforests.com
Contact: Nancy Musser, Vice-President

Musser Forests, Inc., supplies evergreen and deciduous seedlings and transplants, including pine, spruce, fir, cedar, hemlock, cypress, larch, ash, birch, buttonbush, catalpa, cherry, crabapple, dogwoods, lilac, locust, maples, oaks, olive, Rosa rugosa, willows, nut trees, ground covers, many native and wild species. Above varieties are available baredroot or potted.

Individualy packaged tree seedlings are available for Earth Day Arbor Day. Send for our free wholesale catalog. Musser Forests, Dept 84-BG, PO Box 340, Indiana, PA 15701-0340; (800) 643-8319; fax (724) 465-9893; e-mail: 87@musserforests.com.

F.W. SCHUMACHER CO., INC.
PO Box 1023
Sandwich, MA 02563-1023
(508) 888-0659
Fax (508) 833-0322
www.treeshrubseeds.com

We are a family owned and operated tree and shrub seed company located in Sandwich, Massachusetts, since 1926. We sell tree and shrub seeds used for Land Reclamation, Reforestation, Christmas Trees, and Ornamental and Bonsai production. Our seeds are sold by the packet, ounce, quarter pound, and pound. Write or call for our FREE catalog.

Supply Chain Management

LINNET–THE LAND SYSTEMS COMPANY
1600 - 444 St. Mary Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3T1
Canada
(204) 957-7566
Fax (204) 957-7568
E-mail: info@linnet.ca
www.linnet.ca
Contact: Dave Meilleur, Vice-President, Forestry

Woodlands–The System™ is a GIS-enabled solution created by Linnet–The Land Systems Company. It is the most comprehensive integrated management system ever created for the forest industry, managing the full lifecycle of woodlands operations, from operations planning through contract management to final wood delivery and sale.

Woodlands–The System is the most comprehensive integrated management system ever created for the forest industry. From operational planning, including spatial data, through to contract management and settlement for wood product deliveries and sale, the benefits of raw material supply–chain management are realized using Woodlands–The System.

Tree Care and Maintenance

THE F.A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
1290 East Main Street
Stamford, CT 06902
(877) BARTLETT
Fax (203) 323-1129
E-mail: kkarp@bartlett.com
www.bartlett.com
Contact: Kenneth J. Karp, Director of Marketing

Since 1907, The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company has been at the forefront of arboricultural science. Bartlett is the respected national leader in landscape tree and shrub care. Guided by a staff of scientists at the 350-acre Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories in Charlotte, North Carolina, our representatives and technicians are equipped with knowledge and training that is unsurpassed in tree care. Bartlett has 85 offices in 26 states and subsidiaries in England, Ireland, and Canada. The company is managed by the third generation of the Bartlett family. Its business is both residential and commercial. See our advertisement on page 59.

STIHL® INCORPORATED
536 Viking Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(800) 467-8445
(757) 486-9100
Fax (757) 486-9288
www.stihlusa.com
Contact: John Keeler, National Training Manager

STIHL manufactures the world’s largest selling brand of chain saws and portable, handheld, cut-off machines, as well as a complete line of powerful, lightweight, and versatile outdoor power equipment and top quality precision hand tools for homeowners and professional users. STIHL products are sold through independent servicing power equipment retailers from coast to coast. For more information or the name of the closest STIHL retailer call 1-800 GO STIHL (1-800-467-8445) or visit www.stihlusa.com.

STIHL is the official underwriting sponsor of the STIHL TIMBERSPORTS Series. The series airs throughout the year on the ESPN and espn2 cable networks.
Tree Paint and Markers

AMERICAN CODING AND MARKING INK COMPANY, INC.

1220 North Avenue
Plainfield, NJ 07062
(800) 844-0856
(908) 756-0373
Fax (908) 756-0570
E-mail: customer@treecoder.com
www.treecoder.com
Contact: Tiffany Brackett, Customer Service

Make Your Mark! The first time, every time...with TRECODER inks and the dependable TRECODER spot gun and backpack. TRECODER tree marking inks are scientifically formulated for superior brightness, visibility, permanency, and adhesion to bark. They have the ability to penetrate the bark irregularities—even “wrapping” around the underside of raised bark. TRECODER inks are nonsettling and never clog guns or other spray devices. Use the TRECODER spot gun and backpack to apply the inks to trees. The spot gun screws into the quart container, while the backpack uses the gallon container as its reservoir.

Nelson Paint Company

PO Box 2040
Kingsford, MI 49802
(906) 774-5566
Fax (906) 774-4264
www.nelsonpaint.com

Dependable Nelson Paint saves time and money.

Over the past 60 years, Nelson Paint has set the pace in forestry paint systems by offering the products needed to consistently create durable, highly visible markings. From the bitter cold of the Canadian North to the blazing heat and humidity of South American jungles—in every application, Nelson paints get the job done. Field-proven tools like the Nel-Spot Hand Gun and Nel-Spot Paint Hammer help speed up the marking process. Specially formulated paints like Boundary Mark, Super Spot, Econo Spot, Aero Spot, and Log Mark create highly visible markings with various levels of resiliency, depending on application demands. Nelson paints are unsurpassed in quality and performance and now you can buy direct at www.nelsonpaint.com.

See our advertisement on page 25.

Tree Shelters and Protectors

TREE PRO

3180 West 250 North
West Lafayette, IN 47906
(800) 875-8071
Fax (765) 463-3157
E-mail: owner@treepro.com
www.treepro.com
Contact: Thomas Mills, President; Chris Seims, Sales Manager

Tree Pro products can work alone or together to create a complete plant protection and care system that improves health and increases growth and survival rates.

Tree Pro: Ventilated tree and seedling protectors.

Miracle Tube: New seamless seedling protector.

Mycor Tree: Mycorrhizal root inoculant.

Nutri Pro: Time-released fertilizer.

Soft Soil: Decomposition agent.

Week Pro: Weed mats.

Weather Measurement Equipment

IVER LAKE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

205 West Rankin Street
Jackson, MS 39201
(800) 360-7788
Fax (800) 543-4203
E-mail: fsi@forestry-suppliers.com
www.forestry-suppliers.com
Contact: Ken Peacock, Vice-President, Marketing

For more than 50 years, resource management professionals worldwide have turned to Forestry Suppliers, Inc.’s, annual catalog when they’ve needed quality equipment and supplies. Now you can access the more than 10,000 products found in our paper catalog by browsing through our new online catalog at our website! Just log onto our site at www.forestry-suppliers.com and you’ll be able to browse through a variety of products or search for specific ones! And yes, you can still depend on our services such as technical support before and after the sale, prompt shipments, competitive prices, and friendly customer service—your satisfaction is always guaranteed 100%. To see why people worldwide depend on us for their resource management product needs, visit our new website today!

See our advertisement on page 19.
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